Bottle

Place of origin: Iran (made)
Date: 17th century (made)
Artist/Maker: Unknown
Materials and Techniques: Fritware, painted
Museum number: 2615-1876

Gallery location: Ceramics, Room 137, The Curtain Foundation Gallery, case 30, shelf 7

Descriptive line
Cer, Iran, Safavid, Fritware, Underglaze Blue and Black

Physical description
The sand sprinkler has an irregular neck, its row of spiky leaves do not fill the space. The shoulder has a petaled star and leaves and is divided into four panels. A classic scroll runs round the vertical link with the body which is lightly painted in two blues and black.

Dimensions
Height: 9.2 cm, Width: 12.2 cm

Museum number
2615-1876

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O250635/bottle-unknown/